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breakfast. Pleasant location, close to the town
center, but not so very close to the historical

center. Really nice and quiet hotel, with a pool,
whith a beautiful view. English spoken. It had
enough safety, as usual with Tripadvisor. The

only problems we had were an absolutely
inexistent air conditioning in the room, that was
so hot that we left the room to take a small air

conditioned in the hotel's... We enjoy very much
the stay in this small hotel. Comfortable and

well equipped rooms with a large and
confortable bed. Very helpful and nice staff! We

also appreciate the swimming pool. Do not
forget to take advantage of the lovely breakfast
with juices and chocolate. It is the perfect place

for a weekend getaway or business trip.
Everything was fine, rooms were clean and

comfortable, staff was very helpful, breakfast
was great and staff was always present in the

hotel. Nice garden outside that gave us a sense
of peace and quiet. In this hotel will be our new
choice if... We liked this place very much, the

hotel is very clean and the staff was so nice and
funny. This place has a swimming pool and is

very nice. We spent 3 days here, loved it. Very
nice hotel in a small town. With our car we could
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walk to the center if needed. On the hotel they
speak English and many other languages. You
will find good restaurants nearby. But we are

going to visit this hotel during the next summer
and it's not so crowded. this hotel in front of the
town has a big swimming pool, it is very quiet
there because the hotel is separated from the
city center by a small forest. the hotel is really
comfortable, the breakfast is really good, you

can have a lunch there too. the room was clean,
the bed was very comfy. We were very happy

with this hotel. It
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